
The Vest®  System
vs. RespirTech® inCourage® System

Design Matters When Selecting an Airway Clearance System

30%
more airflow¹

The Vest® System with True Flow™ design includes a uniquely designed 
airflow generator that delivers a comfortable, consistent air volume to the 
garment. This results in predictable airflow performance that increases as 
the frequency increases.¹

The Vest® System by Hill‑Rom has 
a True Flow™ design that results in 
30% more airflow.1

Airflow bias is required for 
appropriate secretion movement.2,3

With The Vest® System, airflow 
increases as the frequency setting is 
increased, while with the inCourage 
system airflow decreases.¹

Currently in its 5th generation, The 
Vest® System has more than 25 years 
of peer‑reviewed clinical articles. In 
one study, 94% of patients who used 
The Vest® System had better than 
expected lung function scores after 
an average of 22 months based on the 
previous two years of manual CPT.4‑7

True Flow™ Design 
Delivers More Airflow

True Flow™ Design Delivers 
Airflow Performance

Proven Clinical Outcomes
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The inCourage® system design delivers air 
volume that is periodically interrupted and 
actively vented, and uses what is referred to as 
a “triangle waveform”. Unfortunately, testing of 
this design shows the pulse airflow generated 
decreases as the frequency increases.1, 2
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The Vest® System by Hillrom with 
True Flow™ Design for Proven Performance

Sounds 
50%
quieter

True Flow™ Design results 
in a quieter environment.9, 10
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No need to hassle with periodic filter changes.8

• C3® Machine Washable/Dryable 
garment with soft brushed fabric and 
DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protector

• Classic Full, Chest, and Wrap garment 
styles also available

Maintenance Free Operation

Multiple garment options in a wide range of sizes:

Hillrom offers world class customer service 
and cost effective access to therapies.
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